GENERAL INFORMATION
LENGTH BETWEEN PERPENDICULARS 50'-0"
LENGTH OVER ALL (MOLEDO) 100'-0"
LENGTH OVERALL EXTREME 100'-0"/6"
BREADTH, MOLEDO 25'-0"
BREADTH, EXTREME OVER FENDERS 21'-9"
DRAFT (NORMAL) 9' AFT 11' FRESH

FIRE PLUGS
DECK FR SIDES No.
MAIN DECK 16 PORT 1
MAIN DECK 16 STAR 1
MAIN DECK 47 PORT 1
MAIN DECK 47 STAR 1
SUPER DECK 24 PORT 1
SUPER DECK 24 STAR 1
TOTAL 5

HEIGHTS ABOVE B.L.
TOP OF MAIN TOWHAR 44'-11-1/2"
TOP OF MAIN TOWHAR (HOUSED POSITION) 46'-2"
TOP OF FOREMAST (RAISED POSITION) 44'-11-1/2"
TOP OF FOREMAST (HOUSED POSITION) 46'-2"
UPPER TOWING LIGHT BEACON (RAISED POSITION) 37'-0"
LOWER TOWING LIGHT BEACON (HOUSED POSITION) 35'-0"
SHOE-LIGHT BEACON 32'-9"
TOP OF SIDE LIGHT BASE 24'-0"/8"/0"
TOP OF PILOT HOUSE AT 6 FRAME NO. 10 20'-0"
TOP OF DECK HOUSE AT 4 FRAME NO. 91 21'-0"
PLATFORM DECK AT 4 FRAME NO. 18 21'-0"

LIST OF SMALL BOATS
No. TYPE AND SIZE CAPACITY
1 16' METAL LIFEBOAT 10 MEN

COMPLEMENT
C.P. OFFICERS 2
CREW 8
TOTAL 10 MEN
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